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Lord Krishna has stated in the Bhagavad Gita that one must rejoice in the welfare of all creatures. Our tradition
regards all forms of life as sacred. Occupying a special place is the cow – the nourisher and undemanding
provider. Hence, in veneration of this sacred animal, as part of the IMCTF initiative, Go Vandanam
Samaskaram was organized at PSBB, T Nagar on 27.6.2019. Among chants of the “Go-Stuthi” the students
worshipped the animal, offering adornments, garlands and food. The importance of protecting this selfless
animal, the virtues it embodies and the need to accord it its due respect and place in ecology was highlighted
through a PPT.
Understanding our responsibility to society and the importance of maintaining harmony with nature, PSBB
has undertaken several “Go Green” initiatives. This was highlighted by another PowerPoint presentation. The

dances by the students on the need to protect nature as well as to save cows added a dash of colour to the
programme.
The Chief Guest for the day was the Carnatic Musician and Harikatha exponent, Smt. B. Suchitra. In her
keynote address, she narrated the story of Saint Jnananeshwar. He believed that all creatures should be
respected and saw God in all of them. She urged students to use resources judiciously. Students from Chennai
School, Nungambakkam also attended the programme along with their teachers. The programme ended with
the students taking the IMCT pledge to protect and nurture all life forms. In Albert Einstein’s words, “…. must
widen our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of Nature in its beauty.”
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